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Big Day for News .... Trainer A GONE!!! ... and he is Bankrupt ... Huge 

News yet to come out about Jockey A, Jockey B and Jockey C…. if true 

they could all get life.

I heard they are investigating 20 trainers and 30 jockeys.

The same bloke that alerted me to XXX a month before the story broke 

gave me the mail today. He is still unsure of the details exactly... 

surveillance of phones, hidden cameras etc. Other Jockeys involved as 

well .. but these 3 are the only names mentioned as the key operators 

so far............ Pack riding was the term I heard mentioned.



Smerdon



Aquanita texts



Racenet

TOP YARN, BUT BIG QUESTIONS OVER LEAK

“The text messages painted racing in a shocking light and provided a 

stunning insight into the Aquanita scandal, which until then had seen only 

relatively scant details come to light.

“But the release of the text messages also posed some interesting questions.

“Despite point-blank denials from Racing Victoria, it is hard to fathom the leak 

of the text messages could have been sourced from anywhere else other 

than someone close to the investigation on the RV side.

“Schlink will never reveal his source for the text messages – and nor should 

he – hence the motive for whoever leaked the text messages will probably 

forever remain unclear.”



Racenet

“But putting two and two together and 

coming up with roughly four, perhaps it 

formed something of a strategy to try 

and paint the accused in the very 

worst possible light in the public 

eye before the start of the hearings.

“It certainly isn’t unheard of for lawyers 

for the prosecution to adopt those sort 

of tactics before criminal trials.”
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Famous Journalists



Racenet headline

EXCLUSIVE: Danny Nikolic  

“I don’t claim to be a choir boy but all l 

want is to be given a fair go" 

- Racenet.



Darren Weir bust



Cougar Express





Weir disqualified



Alligator Blood v Catalyst



Stewards
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